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We require a profound transformation of our whole civilization
– our worldview, philosophy, economics, energy sources,
production, transportation, education, and everything else.
– JOHN SEED
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Executive Summary

The major problems in the world are the result of the difference
between how Nature works, and the way people think. 
– GREGORY BATESON

                                                                       the planet has been dominated by the
belief that humans are separate and more intelligent than Nature. This view
created a breach in which seeds of alienation and aggression have propagated,
eventually leading to today’s global crisis. Climate change, pandemics, and
science have proven that we are physically, mentally, and spiritually
connected with Nature. The critical difference between species is not our
minds, but how we use them. Restoring peace and wellbeing requires changing
how we think. By changing how we think, we change what we do. 

The Kerulos Center for Nonviolence achieves this through a circle of:
recognition, reparation, and restoration. Recognition (Education Program)
integrates mindfulness practice with scientific understanding of Animal
sentience to overcome deep resistance and misperceptions that block natural
connection and empathy. Reparation (Sanctuary Program) applies these
teachings through trauma-responsive care for rescued Animals and the
reinstatement of Wildlife sovereignty. Restoration (Contemplative Activism
Program) brings teachings aligned with Nature’s intelligence and ethics to
community. Together, this work lays the foundation for generating a new
culture grounded in oneness and nonexploitation.
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For ten thousand years, 

http://www.kerulos.org/


Mission & Vision

Mission

Vision

Our mission is to restore Earth balance and health
by returning human consciousness into alignment
with Nature’s intelligence, ethics, and beauty. We
call this alignment Nature Consciousness. We
achieve this through our education, sanctuary,
and contemplative activism programs.

A planet of health and wholeness.
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We depend on Nature not only for
our physical survival, we also need
Nature to show us the way home,
the way out of the prison of our own
minds. We got lost in doing, thinking,
remembering, anticipating, lost in a
maze of complexity and a world of
problems. We have forgotten what
Rocks, Plants and Animals still know.

– ECKHART TOLLE



Who We Are
The Kerulos Center for Nonviolence is a community co-created
with rescued Animals, Indigenous Wildlife, and the land located
at Grace Village, our thirty-acre sanctuary in southern Oregon,
U.S.A., nested in the traditional homelands of the Grizzly Bear,
Takelma, Coyote, Coho Salmon, Golden Eagle, and Gray Wolf.

Grace Village (formerly The Tortoise and the Hare Sanctuary) is
where our mission and teachings are put into practice. It is a
sanctuary sangha, a healing, trauma-responsive space where
new language, custom, and meaning-making are shared and
shaped to those of Nature’s. Kerulos connects and collaborates
with individuals and communities around the world through
our teachings, workshops, and retreats.
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Simplicity and nonviolence are the basis
of an economy of wellbeing.

– VANDANA SHIVA

http://www.kerulos.org/
https://kerulos.org/sanctuary-2/


Kerulos is the classical Greek word for Kingfisher and the brilliant
cerulean blue of their feathers. It conveys that word (human) and
Bird (Nature) are one. The Snake encircling the Kingfisher, the
ouroboros, represents oneness, transformation, and restoration.
Together, they symbolize humanity’s reconciliation with Animals
and other Earth beings as sentient kin in oneness.

Definitions

Capitalization Convention
We capitalize Animal and Plant names to reflect scientific understanding that
species differences are leveled to cultural differences. Because the dominating
culture privileges our species above all others, “human” is not capitalized.

Ecocentrism
Removes human-centered privilege by re-embedding our species into Nature as one
among billions of other species. From this view, there is no interconnectedness,
only oneness.

Trans-species Science and Psychology
Are fields established by Kerulos founder Gay Bradshaw to openly recognize
neuroscience’s tacit understanding that Animals share with humans the same
capacities for consciousness, feeling, thinking and psychological trauma. This
invalidates any justification for Animal exploitation based on the rationale that
nonhumans are “less than” humans.

Nature Mindfulness
Is a meditation practice used to detach the mind from habitual mental and
emotional patterns. Meditation heals minds and brains that have suffered trauma
and intergenerational stress. In contrast to “ordinary” mindfulness, Nature
Mindfulness focuses on dissolving 10,000 years of cultural conditioning and
returning humans to the core consciousness shared with Animals and other Earth
beings, what we refer to as Nature Consciousness.

Together, they symbolize humanity’s reconciliation with Animals
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Psychological trauma effects and sources are widespread
The dominating human culture causes trauma
Trauma is present among rescued Animals and Wildlife as well as attending
humans
An understanding of trauma is necessarily included in care, culture, policies,
procedures, and practices of accompaniment
A secure space is needed to avoid re-traumatization.

Nature Consciousness
Is the state of consciousness and awareness embodied by Animals, Plants, the land,
and many Indigenous tribal humans. At times, we use sentience and consciousness
interchangeably because sentience is a more common term. There is, however, a
difference. Sentience generally focuses on mental and emotional states, while
consciousness describes a deeper, synoptic state unencumbered by thoughts and ego.
Nature Consciousness is the substrate of awareness and presence reflected in
Nature’s intelligence, beauty, and ethics.

Nature Nonviolence
Conventionally, nonviolence is defined as not causing harm under any condition. By
this definition, many Animals, such as Wolves and Orcas, are considered violent
because they kill for food. This is, however, part of their evolutionary heritage and
mandate necessary for survival. In contrast, humans are generally able to survive on
Plant-based diets. From a species’ inclusive perspective, Nature Nonviolence is the
absence of any exploitive action and behavior. Nonexploitive Plant-based living
(ethical veganism) is a natural outcome of Nature Nonviolence. Its intrinsic,
harmonious coherence is expressed in Nature’s enduring peace, beauty and viability.

Nature’s Ethics and Principles
These are relational rules of conduct and expression whose intelligence have guided
and are followed by Animals, Plants, and the rest of Nature for millions of years.

Mutual Accompaniment
Moves away from conventionally hierarchical and unidirectional approaches in the
helping professions and other relationships. It is grounded in horizontality,
interdependence, mutual benefit, and the understanding of life’s oneness.

Animal Trauma-Responsive Care
Recognizes Animals as psychological and spiritual beings who are vulnerable to
trauma and require care and healing based on these assumptions:
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Values

Fearlessness

Nature Mindfulness

Nature Nonviolence

Is the attitude of how we approach our work and the world. It
is a willingness to be vulnerable, open to change, and stand
unwaveringly with truth while remaining grounded in our
mission and vision.

Three interconnected values guide our
communication, relationships, and actions.

Is the process we utilize in order to maintain self-accountability,
understanding, and transparency. In contrast to “ordinary”
mindfulness, Nature Mindfulness reflects the understanding
that nonhumans are essential guides for humanity’s restoration
and renewal. Animals and Plants are innovative thought leaders
who actively share, participate, and lead our work and ethics.

Is the philosophy and practice which guides our decision-
making. Nature-Nonviolence informs speech, thoughts, and
actions in accordance with Nature’s ethics and principles,
which are devoid of exploitation and human privilege.
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My childhood Animal family taught me that love is the substrate of all life. I took
this lesson to heart many years later when visiting South Africa. It was there that I
first heard about young male Elephants who had killed over 100 White and Black
Rhinoceroses. This unprecedented event was not, as biologists described, “abnormal
behavior.” Elephant violence was an expression of profound psychological trauma.
Elephant post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a natural response to unnatural
conditions: a desperate effort to somehow adapt to 500 years of mass killing, loss of
homeland, and the breakdown of a civilization millions of years old.

In response to overwhelming interest from
scientists and the public about my discovery of
Elephant PTSD, I founded The Kerulos Center for
Nonviolence and its companion in reparation,
The Tortoise and the Hare Sanctuary (now Grace
Village). I continued to write scientific papers
and books about the lives and psychological
trauma of Chimpanzees, Orcas, Grizzly Bears,
Turkeys, Horses, White Sharks, Rattlesnakes,
Parrots, and other Animals who have labored
under the violence of our species. I soon
realized, however, that it wasn’t enough.
Information alone has not been enough to stop
violence against Animals. To catalyze global
transformation, it is necessary to dissolve the
10,000-year-old mindset that creates the illusion
of separation and superiority over Nature.

Our Story
From Founder and Director Gay Bradshaw
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1JB1XCbBJQs
http://www.kerulos.org/
https://gabradshaw.com/


We work with being,
but non-being is what we use. 

– LAO TSE
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A shift to Nature Consciousness returns us to
ways of living aligned with Nature’s ethics and
principles. We experience this state of mind
when we look into the eyes of Animal kin.
Animals naturally embody qualities sought by
meditators and spiritual travelers: unconditional
love, open heartedness, patience, equanimity,
presence, and connection to all life. This was
what I had experienced in childhood and this is
how Grace Village started. This is what has led
us to create our Sanctuary Sangha—a
community and space where humans, Animals,
and other Earth beings live beyond difference, in
seamless oneness, as we are all born to. Grace
Village is not just an idea. It’s a living,
breathing, generative community to catalyze
global transformation. 
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The Problem

The real challenge is the human mind, which is driving our actions:
our beliefs and values shape the way we see the world, which in turn
determines how we will treat it. 

– DAVID SUZUKI

Despite overwhelming evidence from climate
change, pandemics, and science, human
behavior and culture are not making the radical
change needed for ending exploitation. Actions
remain largely uncoupled to knowledge and
inner transformation. To catalyze the large-
scale changes required for restoring and
renewing Earth balance and health, it is
imperative that humans change the way they
think. By changing how we think, we change
what we do. External, systemic change must be
linked with internal mental and perceptual
change to overcome cultural resistance. At the
same time, millions of Animals in need of
rescue and care and Wildlife who are denied
the resources they require to make their livings
cannot be accommodated by individual
sanctuaries. Human society must transform to
a culture of sanctuary where all species live in
peace, dignity, and freedom.
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Key Barriers
There are four critical barriers which create
resistance to change and restoration:

Misperceptions and culturally-engrained
myths about Animals

Fear and confusion as to what the transition
to nonexploitation and oneness means

Lack of social support for empowering
individual change

Inadequate climate-resilient resources and
space needed by Plant and Animal cultures to
restore and renew.
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The world is calling for change. 
– THE KING CENTER
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Vanquishing misperceptions and
culturally-engrained myths which
exploit Nature 

Mapping a path for transitioning to
nonexploitation and oneness 

Fostering a culture of sanctuary to heal
trauma and empower individual change 

Restoring space and resources to
support Plant and Animal sovereignty. 

Problems can’t be solved using the same level of consciousness
that created the problems in the first place. 
– ALBERT EINSTEIN

The Solution
The root cause of today’s mass extinctions,
ecological destruction, and fathomless suffering is
the belief that humans are separate and more
intelligent than the rest of Nature. Restoring Earth
balance and health requires that human cultures
return into alignment with Nature’s ethics and
principles of nonviolence. Kerulos achieves this
through our programs and four critical initiatives
which are responsive to the accelerating and
powerful shift happening on the planet.
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Our Programs
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Recognition
Education Program

Reparation
Sanctuary Program

Restoration
Contemplative Activism Program

Our ultimate end must be the creation of the Beloved Community. To me, the
Beloved Community is a realistic vision of an achievable society, one in which
problems and conflict exist, but are resolved peacefully and without bitterness.

– MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.



We combine teachings from western science, Native science (sensu Gregory
Cajete (Tewa)) and contemplative practices. Neuroscience has demonstrated
that all Animals share with humans the same capacities to think, feel, and
experience consciousness. The difference between us and other species is not
our brains and minds, but how we use them. Our teachings link scientific
insights with mindfulness. Mindfulness is a meditative practice that teaches us
how to be aware and present instead of being lost in thought. It is a powerful,
peaceful methodology to un-peel layers of culturally conditioned views that
underlie causes of human destruction and violence. Most children are not born
to violence. It is something they learn. Mindfulness returns us home to whom
we are truly born to be.

We teach Nature Mindfulness which is grounded in Nature Consciousness, the
recognition that Animals feel, think, and dream like we do. Nature
Mindfulness translates this conceptual understanding into embodied practice
by unhooking the mind from human-centered perceptions and thoughts. This
allows us to understand issues and advocacy through the eyes of the Animals
themselves. Animals and Plants become thought leaders and agents for
shaping not only their futures, but our own. Mindfulness teaches us how to fit
in Nature, not the other way around, and live according to the same ethics and
principles which Earth beings have followed for millions of years.

Recognition
Education Program

We need to change our way of thinking and seeing things. We
need to realize that the Earth is not just our environment. The
Earth is not something outside us. Breathing with mindfulness
and contemplating your body, you realize you are the Earth. You
realize that your consciousness is the consciousness of the Earth.
– THICH NHAT HANH
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Sanctuaries are not only places where Animals find security, healing, and
lifetime care. Sanctuaries are sites of reparation. Reparation is a healing
process involving open recognition of causing harm; acknowledging one’s role
in causing harm; providing compensation for the harm (which includes
addressing the needs of those harmed), and a commitment to prevent future
harm. The process is not transactional, but one of mutual accompaniment that
requires transformation of those in the web of accountability. To heal the
harmed is contingent on the transformation of what and who have caused the
harm. This process entails the embrace of nonexploitation and the provision of
reparations in all dimensions. For many, such as Turkeys and Chickens who
are born with genetically-engineered deformities and ill-health, reparation
includes addressing transgenerational harm. Reparation, therefore, extends
beyond food and shelter to include compensatory costs for medical treatment
and care tailored to psychological and physical needs. Our sanctuary and
associated programs are rooted in the concept of reparation.

Reparation
Sanctuary Program

The accompanier says: “I’ll go with you and support you on your
journey wherever it leads. I’ll share your fate for a while—and by a
while I don’t mean a little while.” Accompaniment is about sticking
with a task until it’s deemed completed—not by the accompanier
but the person being accompanied.

– PAUL FARMER
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Conventionally, nonviolence is defined as not causing harm under any
condition. By this definition, many Animals, such as Wolves and Orcas, are
considered violent because they kill for food. This is, however, part of their
evolutionary heritage and mandate necessary for survival. In contrast, humans
are generally able to survive on Plant-based diets. Nature Nonviolence is the
absence of any exploitive action and behavior, a way of thinking, living and
engaging – a culture rooted in Nature’s beauty and ethics.We provide
education and training in Nature Nonviolence for advocates and activists.

Restoration
Contemplative Activism Program

Nonviolence is a love-centered way of thinking, speaking,
engaging and acting that leads to personal, cultural and societal
transformation.
– BONITA HAMPTON SMITH
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Initiatives
& Goals

FY 2023-2025

INITIATIVE ONE:
Vanquish misperceptions and culturally-engrained
myths about Animals.

INITIATIVE TWO:
Mapping a path for transitioning to nonexploitation
and oneness.

INITIATIVE THREE:
Foster a culture of sanctuary to heal trauma and
empower individual change.

INITIATIVE FOUR:
Restore space and resources to support Plant and
Animal sovereignty.

FY 2023-2024 focuses on implementation of our four interwoven initiatives.
These initiatives will be evaluated, modified, and expanded at the end of FY2023
to shape activities for the following year. At same time, we will be seeking ways
to expand our present land-base in order to accommodate onsite retreats and
workshops and to increase our capacity to care for Animals in need.
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Nature Mindfulness Curricula
We are developing a core curriculum that integrates
contemplative practices with science education. This
framework is foundational for diverse educational
offerings shaped for specific audiences (e.g., see
“Minding Our Wild Neighbors and Kin”) and as a
critical step that informs and leads to nonviolent
change toward Animal liberation and sovereignty.
Teachings will be offered online and onsite in
workshops, courses, and retreats.

Book Proposal

A foundational text on Nature Consciousness and
Nature Mindfulness which integrates contemplative
practice, science, and activism by Gay Bradshaw.

New Website

Complete and publish our new website which will
host offerings and educational resources.

Mariposa Reflections

Continue and increase distribution of our
e-newsletter which integrates spiritual teachings
and science with Nature’s ethics and principles.

IN IT IATIVE

ONE

Vanquish misperceptions and culturally-
engrained myths about Animals
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Animal Trauma-Responsive Care and Alternative Medicine
Earth Restoration and the Evolution of Human Consciousness
Conversations in Community with Nature: with Deena Metzger and
Gay Bradshaw
Veganism at the Crossroads of Human Identity and Cultural Change
Contemplative Activism: The Relevance of Civil Resistance
Movements for Today

Now in its fourth year, Living One is a free webinar series where
presenters from around the world share their vision of a future in which all
of Earth’s beings live as one community in peace, dignity, and freedom.
We ask the question: We know what’s wrong, but what does “right” look like?
Activists, scientists, scholars, and the public from diverse backgrounds
shift attention from “problems” to “solutions.” These discussions build
community vision and action to guide the transition from Animal
exploitation and exclusion to Animal liberation and inclusion. Five series,
each comprised of five to six speakers, are planned for FY2023-2024:

Publication of The Evolved Nest: Nature’s Way of Raising Children and
Creating Connected Community (North Atlantic Books, August 8, 2023).
Gay Bradshaw, PhD, PhD co-authors with Darcia Narvaez, PhD, showing
how our human evolutionary heritage for raising families and cultivating
community are rooted in those of other Animals.

IN IT IATIVE

TWO

Mapping a path for transitioning to
nonexploitation and oneness.
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IN IT IATIVE

THREE

Foster a culture of sanctuary to heal trauma
and empower individual change.

Nature Nonviolence Training

and Certification
Is a course that integrates trans-species science
and contemplative practice to build healthful,
compassionate resilience, clarity, and
understanding. In preparation, Kerulos
Leadership will enroll and complete Nonviolence
Training and Certification with The King Center
(Nonviolence365) and a Nonviolent
Communication course. Training focuses on two
main tracks: Animal, climate, and other Earth-
directed activists and advocates, and the general
public. Training includes concepts and practices
which support nonviolent action directed toward
harmful practices such as Wildlife hunting and
Animals subjected to food industries and
experimentation. Materials and training will be
transportable to locations around the world.
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Animal Justice
Design a strategy for applying nonviolence
education and training in support of local
Wildlife and farmed Animal justice.

Nonviolence is not a technique
– it is a way of life.

– MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.



Sacred Bones
Revise our Sacred Bones workbook and companion course to include mindfulness and nonviolence
activism. Started in 2013, Sacred Bones is partnered with tribal communities who have lived side-
by-side with Wildlife kin for thousands of years. In addition to the workbook, Sacred Bones
commissions tribal artists to create monuments for each of the seven endangered Sea Turtle
species. These artworks are paired with an education curriculum in support of Indigenous humans
and Animal sovereignty. The first monument, Cook Islands Honu, created by Maori artist, Ian
George, now stands in front of the Ministry of Education, Rarotonga, Cook Islands. We are looking
for funding and a location where a second monument depicting the Loggerhead Sea Turtle and Five
Tribes (Muscogee, Cherokee, Choctaw, Chickasaw, and Seminole) designed by Cherokee artist,
MaryBeth Timothy, can be installed.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3263yyYpVoY


IN IT IATIVE

FOUR

Restore space and resources to support
Plant and Animal sovereignty.

Grace Village
Grace Village (formerly The Tortoise and the
Hare Sanctuary), where we support and care for
rescued Animals in need and Indigenous
Wildlife, is located in southern Oregon, USA.
Climate change has created severe drought and
high fire risk conditions. This compels
increasing infrastructure resilience to continue
high quality support and care which include:
building a water catchment system to provide
water for Wildlife; installing full generator
system; barn construction for winter Tortoise
brumation and Sanctuary Birds, and lodging for
onsite staff.

Being Sanctuary
A trauma-responsive care manual and companion
workshop based on the Presence Model (created
by Dr. Sandra L. Bloom) for Animal rescuers,
Animal medical clinicians, sanctuary workers,
educators, and the general public.
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https://kerulos.org/sanctuary-2/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qBNZgM9bLmc


New Living One series begins
Nonviolence365 Training and Certification completion by leadership
Identify and schedule The Evolved Nest podcasts and interviews

March 2023

New website published
Complete development of Nature Nonviolence Training and
Certification course and hold pilot workshop

April 2023

Integrate feedback on Nature Nonviolence training and initiate
outreach and marketing for education materials

June 2023

Nature Nonviolence Training and Certification offering open enrollment
Publication release of The Evolved Nest: Raising Our Families and
Creating Connected Communities
Minding Our Wild Neighbors and Kin kit/materials completed

August 2023

Nature Nonviolence Training and Certification course launched
Book proposal for Nature Mindfulness text submitted
Begin end-of-the-year fundraising planning

September 2023

Draft Being Sanctuary trauma-responsive care manual completed
Review and evaluate 2023-2024 progress and products to inform and
refine programs and activities planned for 2024-2025

October 2023

Timeline
FY 2023-2024
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All of us have seeds of compassion, understanding, and love
in us. But we also have seeds of fear, anger, and arrogance.
When we practice mindfulness, we choose to water the
seeds of love and compassion so that they grow into
beautiful flowers and trees.
– THICH NHAT HANH
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We will reach out to meditation and mindfulness
centers, Animal activists and advocates, vegan,
environmental, and climate change nonprofit
organizations, Animal rescue centers and
sanctuaries, change researchers and the general
public in regard to:

The Evolved Nest: Raising Our Families and
Creating Connected Communities

We will market the following to child and family
wellness professionals, Nature-based and outdoor
education programs and schools, advocacy and
trauma prevention centered organizations, and
leading child advocates, journalists, psychologists,
and scientists:

Animal sentience/Nature Mindfulness
education resources
Nature Nonviolence Training and Certification
Living One

Marketing Plan

Nature shrinks as capital grows. The growth of the market
cannot solve the very crisis it creates.
– VANDANA SHIVA
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Complete our new website and its Kerulos Learning
Institute (KLI) as the focal source which illustrates and
articulates the new paradigm of Nature Consciousness. 
We will develop comprehensive, easy to-understand, 

Demonstrate the need for Nature Nonviolence for
activism in climate, environmental, vegan, and Animal
advocacy.

Re-frame and model Animals as thought leaders and
sanctuaries as centers of reparation.

Offer workshops to Wildlife biologists, government
personnel, students, and hunting and fishing
organizations.

Utilize content marketing and search engine
optimization (SEO) best practices to increase traffic to our
website and offerings (e.g., re-tool extant Google Ads
grant and social media analytics).

Expand our donor base locally and nationally.

Raise sustainable funding for Grace Village Sanctuary
Animal residents, facility maintenance, and climate-
resilience through increases in monthly donations,
individual sponsorships, and estate planning outreach.

We will continue to increase raising sustainable funds to
support staff responsible for ongoing education curricula and
media/marketing outreach through private and government
grants, course fees, subscriptions, social media fundraising,
and crowdfunding for specific needs. To facilitate this, we will:

       web-based content which can be used in other media 
       and grants.
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Intended
Audience

Our programs and activities are shaped by our understanding of Nature's
ethics and principles and how they support the widespread yearning for
Earth balance and health. There are two intersecting and trending groups:
spiritual/contemplative/mindfulness practitioners and Nature advocates
and activists.

Contemplative and Mindfulness Practitioners
Mindfulness and meditation practice have increased dramatically
worldwide, encapsulated by a 2014 TIME magazine cover entitled: “The
Mindful Revolution.” Mindfulness attracts people for several reasons
including: a desire to increase activism efficacy, reduce stress, enhance
sustainability, and avoid burnout. Meditation statistics show that it
decreases anxiety levels by 60%, reduces the risk of being hospitalized for
coronary disease by 87%, and is used to resolve conflicts, manage pain,
control impulses, addiction, PTSD, weight control and reduction, support
recovery from cancer, and improve resilience, memory, and concentration.

Compassion and the works born of compassion
are themselves acts of contemplation.  
– MATTHEW FOX
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Many of these individuals live outside populations centers, in rural areas, or
“closer to Nature,” where there are no organized “meet up” centers such as
meditation halls. They tend to feel isolated from like-minded others and so
seek connection online. Relative to other religious groups, SBNRs do not see
a contradiction between spirituality and science. They are seekers and
explorers and show an openness to experience, positive emotions, the
capacity for both self-forgetfulness and transpersonal identification, and a
strong valuation of personal intuitions and subjective experience. Some
have rejected a religious upbringing and censorship and, as a consequence,
feel vulnerable. Others who did not grow up in religion “don’t know where
they fit.” Many are also interested in shaping their lifestyles and careers so
that they align with Nature and Nature’s restoration. Of this group, there is
a great need to train future leaders.

Over 700 million people are meditators. One fifth of the U.S. public and a
third of adults under the age of 30 describe themselves as unaffiliated with
any religion but identify as being spiritual, with 58% of this group feeling a
deep connection to the Earth. This is a growing group referred to as “Spiritual
But Not Religious” (SBNR—also referred to as “nones”, or no affiliation). The
SBNRs have been identified as the fastest growing “religious group”
worldwide and possess four characteristics in common:

They practice mindfulness.

They are concerned about Animals and Nature.

They are committed to a society of ethical integrity.

They envision a post-capitalistic culture.
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Nature/Animal/Climate Advocates and Activists

Climate change, mass extinctions, the COVID-19 pandemic, documentaries,
and investigative reporting have brought connections between human health
and Animal exploitation to the foreground. This has catalyzed activism
particularly in the case of younger generations. In 2020, 32% of Gen Z and
28% of Millennials took at least one of four actions (donating money,
contacting an elected official, volunteering, or attending a rally) to help
address climate change (in contrast to Gen X (23%) and Baby Boomer and
older adults (21%). (Definitions: Gen X (1965-1980), Millennials (1981-1996),
Gen Z (1997-2012)).

It is possible the next Buddha will not take the form of an
individual. The next Buddha may take the form of a community,
a community practicing understanding and lovingkindness, a
community practicing mindful living.

– THICH NHAT HANH
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Seeking grants from foundations and philanthropists to support
development, media outreach, and implementation of our education
initiatives. We have subscribed to Instrumentl, a grant database platform.

Enhancing our monthly donor program to support sanctuary Animal
medical needs, care, and dwelling costs. We require 43 monthly donors at
$50.00USD/month (or 108 monthly donors at $20.00USD per month) to
cover per annum sanctuary Animal care and general grounds maintenance.

Providing services to nonprofits and communities as certified trainers
specializing in Animal and Earth advocacy nonviolence.

Combining capital campaign and grants to fortify sanctuary resilience
and counter threats imposed by climate change (water catchment, wildfire
vegetation management, structure-wide re-wiring to generators). These
donations will support:

Fundraising Plan
Our fundraising plan for 2023-2024 focuses on supporting our education,
sanctuary, and contemplative activism programs and initiatives by:

Lifetime reparative care for farmed Animals suffering from
generations of genetic manipulation and abuse;

Wildlife who have lost their ability to make a natural living
because of humans;

Seeding a new human culture and ethic of service and ecocentrism.

Engaging our local community for on-the-ground support (e.g.,
help for potential wildfire evacuation, maintenance of sanctuary
grounds) and participation in our educational programs.
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CATEGORY AMOUNT(USD)

Personnel 210,000

Media  10,000

Sanctuary (facility maintenance and Animal care)  26,000

Increase Sanctuary capacity and resilience to
climate change (barn; off-grid power installment)

 54,000

Administrative (insurance, legal, accounting,
Labyrinth, online infrastructure costs)

 18,000

Nonviolence Strategy Consultation (The King
Center for Nonviolence)

10,000

TOTAL $328,000

Budget
2023-2025 per annum

Nonviolence Strategy
Consultation

3%

Personnel
64%

Administrative
5.5%

Increase Sanctuary
Capacity

16.5%

Sanctuary
7.9%

Media
3%
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Publication of The Evolved Nest: Raising Families and Creating
Connected Communities

Kerulos Leadership Nonviolence365 training completion and
certification

Nature Nonviolence Training and Certification course
completion and launch

Number and diversity of participants enrolled in Nature
Nonviolence Training and Certification

New Living One series launched and number of viewers

New website launched and number of “hits”

Safety and high-quality care of Sanctuary residents maintained

Number of new monthly donors

Income relative to expenditures

Milestones &
Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs)
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Why The
Kerulos Center
For Nonviolence

Founded in 2008, The Kerulos Center for Nonviolence
is uniquely positioned to shift the current dominating
paradigm to nonexploitation because:

We are established
We are recognized as an international scientific authority
on Animal sentience and psychological trauma.

We uniquely integrate science, sanctuary, and
contemplative activism.

We have generated a digital and published library of
depth and breadth on science, sanctuary, and
contemplative studies.

We are connected
We have overlapping and diverse networks and
experience which connect us to multiple communities
and perspectives.

Our leadership and our followers come from diverse
expertise, experience, and backgrounds.
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Our
Accomplishments

An established nonprofit and research and education center
since 2008

First to identify and diagnose post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) in nonhumans

Internationally recognized expertise (e.g., Pulitzer Prize
Nominated book: Elephants on the Edge; Elephant Crack-Up,
Cover of New York Times Magazine (2006); Genesis Prize for
20/20 coverage of Elephant PTSD by and on the work of G.A.
Bradshaw)

Extensive publications on the topics and fields of Animal
sentience, mutual accompaniment, trauma and trauma healing,
and sanctuary

Founded the field of trans-species psychology (Science of
Sentience)

Grace Village (formerly The Tortoise and the Hare Sanctuary)
is the first openly identified sanctuary based on trauma-
responsive care

First nonprofit to integrate Animal sanctuary, contemplative
practices, and western and Indigenous science

First to explicitly acknowledge and name Nature as the integral
foundation to meditation, mindfulness, and self-realization.

First courses on Nature Mindfulness, Nature Consciousness,
and Nature Nonviolence.
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We belong to a community co-created with rescued Animals, Indigenous Wildlife, and the
land, committed to catalyzing, communicating, and illustrating a new paradigm based on

the understanding of Nature sentience. We call this community Grace Village.

Hello, my name is Deeksha Agrawal. In 2020, after graduating with a BSc in Data
Analytics & Liberal Studies with a minor in Psychology & Business Studies, I
decided to devote my life to Animal Conservation and Animal wellbeing. When I
read about Gay’s work on Elephant PTSD, I saw the essentiality of
understanding the whole. But what drew me to Kerulos wasn’t just the work – it
was the kindness, understanding, and wisdom I received from our Sangha and
our studies of the Dharma and nonviolence. All of this provided knowledge that
explained my experiences with nonhuman Animals and the natural world in a
way I couldn’t before. I hope to spread this feeling of belonging, compassion,
and connections for all living beings—where everything and everyone fit
together naturally and there’s always room to grow and explore. I am very
grateful for this perspective, home, and sangha.

Leadership

Human Leadership
Deeksha Agrawal
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I joined Kerulos during my second year of college at the University of Exeter,
United Kingdom, where I studied Animal Behaviour. When I first started, I
thought I would learn information and skills that would help me serve Animals
better and end the devastating exploitation that they endure from humans. As a
Kerulos intern, I traveled to the Boon Lott Sanctuary in Thailand, where I
volunteered as an Elephant and other rescued Animal carer and used my Reiki
Master certification skills to support their healing. My internship showed me
how important it is to see beyond outer form and behavior and understand that
all other Animals think and feel like us and are their own individual person. I am
currently teaching preschool children who are a constant reminder of our innate
oneness with Nature and how essential it is to provide children with
opportunities to love and be with Nature. 

I founded Kerulos in 2008 in response to the overwhelming interest that resulted
from my scientific recognition of free-living Elephant Post-Trauma Stress
Disorder (PTSD). This work draws from a masters in geophysics and doctorates in
ecology and psychology. Following my dissertation work, I extended
neuropsychology of trauma and trauma healing to Chimpanzees, Orcas, Parrots,
and other Animals. I published extensively including a series of books which
include the Pulitzer Prize-nominated Elephants on the Edge: What Animals Teach
Us about Humanity, and Carnivore Minds: Who These Fearsome Animals Really Are,
Talking with Bears: Conversations with Charlie Russell, and The Evolved Nest:
Bringing Parenting Back to Nature (North Atlantic Books, 2023)—all of which use
neuroscience as a heuristic to show how Animals share with humans the same
brain capacities which underlie thinking and feeling. I formally established The
Tortoise and the Hare Sanctuary, which has now evolved into Grace Village, to
provide trauma-responsive lifetime care for refugee Rabbits, endangered disabled
Desert Tortoises, Turkeys and kaparos Chickens.

Lauren Bailey

Gay Bradshaw
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When I was a child, I learned that Worms often die a painful death after coming
up from the flooded soil. Those who cannot escape drown, others are scorched
by the sun or stepped on. The Worms cemented my lifelong love and
commitment to Earth. Twenty years later, after graduating with a B.A. in
Environmental Studies from Loyola University Chicago’s School of
Environmental Sustainability and Interdisciplinary Honors Program, I am now
putting this love into professional and full-time practice. I first came to Kerulos
in high school when Gay served as my mentor for a senior project on the effects
of trauma on Elephant reproduction. Five years later, I am so grateful to pursue
my deep passion for helping humans explore their relationship with the Earth
from the perspective of trans-species psychology and Nature consciousness to
revitalize a vibrant Earth.

Olivia Crossman

I was born and raised in Oklahoma. I am a full-blood citizen of the Creek Nation
and a member of the Muskogee Indian Community. For most of my career, I
have worked in environmental sciences and conservation on tribal and federal
lands with the tribes, the USDA Forest Service and Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Washington, DC. I hold a Senior Executive Fellowship at the John F. Kennedy
School of Government, Harvard University. Additionally, I continue to work with
more than 200 tribes and tribal colleges across the nation. My work with
Kerulos, in particular the Sacred Bones project (https://kerulos.org/sacred-
bones/), seeks to revitalize Indigenous humans and Animals and the Earth and
bring back the peace and health the Earth once enjoyed.

Joseph Daniel Mitchell
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I am a Native Oklahoman who is pursuing her dreams of creating art and
working towards making it accessible to all walks of life. I am an enrolled
member of the Cherokee Nation and work as a full-time
artist/illustrator/business owner. I am a self-taught multimedia artist, who,
overall, features an array of subjects and themes in my art, although I do lean
towards my love of Wildlife. Through my work, I share my affinity for Oklahoma
Wild Birds, other Animals, and wildflowers. I create what I feel, and love to tell
stories through my work. A central goal of mine is to touch the ones that view it
and cause a reaction, whether it be emotional or even a stirring curiosity, as well
as stimulate conversation about the piece and provide the opportunity to tell its
story. I have been fortunate to have been invited to participate in art shows and
other venues around the U.S. and in Europe.

Growing up in the woods surrounding my childhood home, I learned about the
necessity of our relational existence with the natural world. These experiences
were foundational and created a spiritual connection to the natural world that
remains core to me today. Nature is my church. After graduating with degrees in
Criminal Justice and Psychology, I worked in the field of trauma and trauma
healing which included working with children and adolescents in settings
ranging from juvenile prison, drug and alcohol programs, wilderness
experiential programs, and foster care. During this time, I received Life
Coaching certification and became extensively involved with the Sanctuary
Model of Trauma-Responsive Care. I also have over twenty years’ experience in
leadership, program management, and training. All of these experiences have
underscored an appreciation for the transformational power of Nature and the
universality of trauma. Trauma doesn’t discriminate among species. Our healing
is through Nature. When we heal, Nature heals.

MaryBeth Timothy

Jenny Wiegand
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 End Animal abuse and exploitation

 Promote Plant-based living

 Mitigate Climate change

 Effect Ecological restorative justice

 Promote Animal sentience and reparation

Alliances &
Partnerships

                                                                                         where all individuals and
collections collaborate in mutuality and care. Our alliances reflect a diversity
of individuals and groups with similar or overlapping missions to support a
peaceful and healthy shift from anthropocentrism to ecocentrism and Nature
Nonviolence. We will continue to build formative alliances and partnerships
which mutually support each other and our programmatic objectives by
reaching out to:

We view our interactions within and outside the
organization as an ecosystem

Communities working to...

This includes rescue and sanctuary workers, advocates and activists,
educators, scientists, meditators and mindfulness practitioners, and
tribal communities.
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Advisors

Alice Benessia

Robin Bjork

Sandra Bloom

Jeffrey Borchers

Karen Davis

Susan Donohue

J. Zohara Hieronimus

David Johns

Carolyn Long

Thomas Long

Michael McCoy

Deena Metzger

Allan N. Schore

Susan Tellem

Mary Watkins

Gypsy Wulff

Our present organizational alliances include:

United Poultry Concerns (UPC)

Tikkun Olam

Communities Create

American Tortoise Rescue

Charlie’s Acres

Southern Oregon Animal Advocates
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DONATE
Please join us in this vital work.

If you wish to donate, please do so
through our website, www.kerulos.org

Designed by

Together we can make the essential, radical shift to nonexploitation that
will restore wellness, peace, and self-determination of all beings and

return the Earth to balance and health.

With the help of our donors and supporters we can put our scientific knowledge of
Animal sentience and deep connection and love for Nature into real world application.

Because of the urgent yearning and demand for positive change, we know that this
work will have a massive impact in creating change for generations to come.

Thank You!
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